
Ludvig Svensson choose ComActivity as supplier of a new Business System

Ludvig Svensson, a world−leading manufacturer of textiles for climate control and interior
design in Sweden with operations in the Netherlands and Estonia to name just a few, has
after a thorough evaluation chosen ComActivity as supplier of our new Business Solution.

"While Ludvig Svensson grows we prepare to meet the ever−increasing demands as they arise. We
need to move forward and bring the company to a new level and take on the challenges that follow
ahead. Winning new customers means that being more effective in the way we plan, providing a
better service to the customer and at the same time keeping costs to a minimum."

Anders Ludvigson, Vice President of Ludvig Svensson who is also C.e.o in charge of the purchase,
says ComActivity will help us to achieve this goal and we expect a quick return in a short period of
time.

"By utilizing modern technology, ComActivity has demonstrated their ability to design a business
solution by not only meeting our highly qualified functional requirements, they also provide usability,
business−responsive and flexibility beyond what we have previously experienced".

Anders Ludvigson continues to say "The possibility for every user to graphically overview and
Process the workflows, gives us easy and instant access to information in combination with the
rapid optimization of user dialogue these are some of the factors behind our choice of supplier."

"It is a highly demanding solution that is required and we are obviously both proud and delighted to
be trusted with this project" ascertains Peter Björkman, Founder of ComActivity, and continues: "We
regard this as another confirmation that leading companies are investing in solutions that puts their
business and needs in focus"

The whole solution, price less than 10 MSEK, will be in production at Ludvig Svensson by autumn
2008.

For additional information please contact

Anders Ludvigson, vice president AB Ludvig Svensson
anders.ludvigson@ludvigsvensson.com
Peter Björkman, Founder ComActivity
peter.bjorkman@comactivity.net

Peter Björkman
Founder, ComActivity
Phone: +47 416 792 58
e−mail: mailto:peter.bjorkman@comactivity.net

Facts about ComActivity AB
ComActivity offers business software solutions for the new technological era. Usability, visual
processes and unparalleled flexibility resulting in greater efficiency. Standard applications are
offered to industries in the manufacturing, distribution and maintenance. ComActivity provides
improvements to business processes step by step instead of having a "big bang". Less risk, rapid
return on investment and the right functionality has convinced more than 100 medium to large
companies to benefit from ComActivitys �lean software solutions�. Many of the customers work
with business systems M3/Movex, ASW, and PRMS. ComActivity was funded by leading
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Scandinavian venture capitalists. Our team includes some of the most successful and experienced
business systems experts. We are a global company with partners in 15 countries in Europe,
America, Asia and Australia. www.comactivity.net
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